
Dear all,  

  

I was in two minds about whether to set homework this weekend as I am aware the 

pupils will be tired after the residential but I'm also aware that in previous weeks there 

hasn't been any either due to the Jubilee celebrations, half term, the upcoming trip, etc. 

Therefore I have opted to set homework this week but the deadline isn't until Thursday 

(and Friday to learn spellings) and I've not set study book work for Year 5 either.  

  

Homework is as follows:  

  

Year 5/6  

- Maths sheet  

- 3 signatures or more in reading diary for the previous week (checked on Thursday)  

- Spelling practice sheet (test on Friday)  

  

Year 6 also have a leavers assembly homework to complete - ideally it would be great to 

get these back on Monday or Tuesday so we can start planning for this performance as 

soon as possible. The date for this will be Wednesday 20th July. Timings haven't been 

finalised yet but it is likely to start around 2:30pm and Year 6 parents are all invited to 

this.  

  

All relevant documents are attached to this email.  

  

Weekly update:  

  

Well... we have done a little bit of gentle work this week including some problem-solving 

in Maths using diagrams to help visualise solutions, as well as some response to marking 

work in History, plus we've begun creating a more authentic-looking newspaper article 

by using a series of digital templates...... but the clear highlight of the week was our 

residential visit to High Adventure.  

  

I hope by now you've had a chance to delve into the hundreds of photos and short video 

clips and got a real sense of what a brilliant adventure this was. The children were great!  

  

Have a lovely weekend and see you all next week.  

  

Take care,  

Mr Sturgess  

 


